Flannel Days

Remember that moment on a late summer evening when you feel a bit of a chill in the air and reach for your favorite flannel shirt? It’s time to cozy up with a quilt made from KT’s fabric collection, Flannel Days, with softly brushed prints in the yummest colors for fall. Our simple design - and technique - allows the fabric to set the mood for warm flannel nights.

Lap quilt - 76” square
Add raw edge triangles to black squares with a decorative machine stitch for a soft, frayed effect that’s perfect for our brushed prints. Bonus project featuring cut-off triangles - no extra yardage needed!

Black (or navy) print - borders/binding - 2 ¼ yds.
6 blacks or navys - blocks - ¾ yd. each
Assorted lights and darks - 22 fat ⅛’s or 11 fat ¼’s
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